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MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD

SUBJECT: AMQUAR

1. Description:
   A PA/Prop operation.

2. Findings:
   HAMB 3879 (IN 50361) 30 Oct 63: (HAMB 3880 (IN 50478) Idens.
   He reported that Faustino PEREZ, born ca. 1923, commander in
   CASTRO's army in Havana Hqs., Granma veteran and former minister
   in Castro's Government, told C-25 in August 1963 that CASTRO
   must be killed and all resistance groups organized. C-25
   described PEREZ as an opportunist who would need promise of
   advance in return for help.

   LAD/JFK Task Force

   Attachments: 2

   Researcher: FA